In this article features of political regime development in the Russian state of the Moscow era (the end of the XV-XVII centuries) are considered in the general context of the European early-modern states of the XVI-XVII centuries formation and evolution. Use of new methodological approaches and deeper and at the same time original approach to the analysis of both narrative, and assembly materials allow to conclude that, despite unusual, at first sight, features of development of the Russian state during the considered period (those natural and geographical conditions caused first of all by character it developed in), Russia can be put in one row with such early-modern states as France, Spain or the Ottoman Empire. For all of them who are not possessing the developed officialdom and so developed fiscal institutes and power tools (represented by regular army, police and so forth), the aspiration to find a certain balance of interests between raison d'État (understanding as it first of all interest dynastic) and bien public (that it is first of all interest of the most active and influential part of society, "the political nation" in the political plan) as it guaranteed the power necessary legitimacy, obedience and support from society as indispensable conditions of more or less effective functioning of power institutes is inherent.
Introduction
The imperial diplomat baron S. Gerberstein, characterizing the power of the Moscow grand duke Vasily III, noted that "in the sway which he holds over his people, he surpasses all the monarchs of the whole world" and he "oppresses nearly all of them with close confinement" [1, 30] . This statement of the author which is noncritically apprehended by the latest authors and historians generated the perception of early-modern Russia dominating both in historical and legal literature, and in public opinion as country Asian in essence, and its political regime as despotic that opposed it to the European states of that era which political regimes differed in bigger freedom.
This point of view so strongly was fixed in consciousness of scientific organization that up to the last time neither in Russia, nor in Europe serious attempts to reconsider it with a support not only and not just on the historical narrative to a greater or lesser extent having pronounced subjective character and dependent on political and other addictions of his creators how many on assembly materials and studying accepted in Russia political, administrative, legal and jurisprudence, especially in a comparative-historical context were not made. Perhaps, the first and serious attempt such was made by the American historian V. Kivelson in 1996 in its research "Autocracy in the Provinces. The Muscovite Gentry and Political Culture in the Seventeenth Century" [2] .
The essence of the new interpretation of the Moscow monarchy and a political regime offered by it in the Moscow Russia was that just as and in other European states of early Modern times, the power needed Moskovia and looked for support in society, in its various layers. The last used this requirement to protect within the operating political system (which they besides and created the actions) the rights and interests.
V. Kivelson laid if it is so possible to be expressed, the road to other researchers -as foreign (we will note in this regard works of the French historian A. Berelovich and the American researcher N. Kollmann [2: 3: 4] ), and Russian [5; 6; 7] . Their point of view on essence of a political regime and the nature of relationship of the power and society in early-modern Russia (first of all "the political nation") to a greater or lesser extent corresponded to the conclusions received V. Kivelson. Naturally, as supporters of an old look did not stand aside, protecting the settled point of view [see., for example: 9]. The discussion around the lifted problem allowed to specify a number of the aspects connected from processes of the state construction in Russia of early Modern times in comparison with similar processes in the early-modern states of Europe [See, for example: 10; 11].
Technique
Developing the problems connected with formation of the Russian centralized state we recognized that, first, weakness of the central power and its institutes assumed its cooperation with groups of influence on places. As a result, local provincial elite received real levers of impact on the power and used this opportunity for protection of the rights and privileges. Secondly, both the Russian society of that era in general, and the court environment in which the Moscow grand dukes were brought up was conservative in essence and at all did not welcome innovations, especially innovations political. Their "center-forming" policy was aimed at fight against the persons breaking the settled order, but not with order per se. Therefore special character of the relations connecting the center and the province was established. For the characteristic of such order of management the British historian of J. Elliott suggested to use the term "Composite Monarchu" ("Composite State") [12. Cf.: 13; 14] . Russia of early Modern times, in our opinion, represented typical "Composite State", and through a prism of this approach we also will consider its political development at this time.
Discussion and Results
Characterizing a political regime of early-modern Russia through a concept of "the centralized state", we will provide its classical characteristic: "Formation of the centralized state included two interconnected processes: formation of the uniform state territory due to association of Russian lands and establishment of the real power of the uniform monarch over all this territory (it is allocated by us -auth.) …" [15. 8]. Process of "centralization" formally in itself was excessive as even in the worst times after the Tatar-Mongolian invasion political and legal the unity of the Russian land (at least, its northeast part) remained. The Russian land both then, and before, was "family" possession of princes from a dynasty of Ryurik dynasty from whom the grand duke Vladimir, heading interprincely hierarchy was considered as the senior. However owing to the objective reasons by the end of the 13th century the power of grand Vladimir dukes significantly weakened, princes excessively bred, the relations between them, first of all the relations of inheritance of tables and "отчин" got confused that promoted an aggravation of interprincely contradictions and fight between them.
Within the 14th century in this fight the Moscow princes won. They managed to hold in the hands given out by the Supreme sovereigns of the Russian land, the Horde khans, the diploma label on the grand duchy Vladimir, giving to its owners the Supreme power in northeast Russia.
Vasily II, having overcome the enemies, thoroughly "smoothed out" political space of Northeast Russia, having removed practically all other specific princes whose loyalty he could doubt, not to mention those who battled on the party of his opponents. His son Ivan III practically completed auth.iness begun by the father, having collected the most part of the Russian land under the power. In this regard it is possible to compare its actions to policy of the French king Louis XI or to events of the English war of Roses.
However, having achieved political unity of the Russian land, Ivan III as it was already noted above, faced a serious problem. The administrative facilities which were under his hand and resources which it had formations of the territory of the Russian state were obviously inadequate to the new tasks and new problems which resulted accelerated, during lifetime one generation. The deadlock was broken on the way of formation of that "Composite State" about which J. Elliott wrote (in his Russian option which we would call "the scrappy state"). He noted that in the Western European early-modern states the royalty, attaching new territories, faced a problem which at first sight seemed insoluble -how to adjust more or less effective management of acquired territories. And, supporting constant military control over them (here it, centralization military!), the crown built on (it is allocated by us -auth.) over the remaining habitual power structures (and closely related customs and traditions in administrative and legal spheres) own . At the same time, keeping old "liberties" of local elite in firmness, the royalty widely used institute of patronage to achieve and keep loyalty of local administrative and political elite. In Russia, N. Kollmann, "noted as in early modern Europe, personal networks among clan-based factions structured politics. The language and practice of "feeding," "gifts" and tsarist "favor", and the politics of patronage and clientism, coexisted with legal definitions of law and procedure" [4. 99] .
In the analysis of the assembly materials which came out offices of Ivan III and his successors it is easy to notice that this practice was widely used by them for establishing management of sharply increased state territory. For example, the same Ivan III in the message to Novgorodians wrote that he in the claims to Novgorodians, does not go beyond that legal framework that were outlined in the former contracts signed between his ancestors, grand Vladimir dukes, and Novgorod. At the same time Ivan reminded Novgorodians that, favoring Novgorodians "old times", he equally within these "old times" has the right to punish Novgorodians if they try to break the settled tradition and custom [16. 285] .
The form of the diplomas "feeding" which were given by clerks of the grand duke to the deputies sent to the province can serve as not less striking example confirming this thesis. It was accurately and unambiguously specified in these diplomas that the deputy, carrying out justice and daily administration, had to be guided by "old times", "old custom". And, as the deputy came to the province for the short term (usually for a year, is rare more), it inevitably had to interact with local elite, use the local administrative facilities which developed before and regularly functioning long before its emergence, territorial self-government (sotsky, dvorsky, desyatsky and so forth).
At the same time the local "territorial" government felt rather surely -to such an extent that it sometimes worked contrary to appointed immunity monarchic diplomas, assessing their owners with former taxes and duties of which they tried to get rid through these grand-ducal acts [See, . The reason of such "arbitrariness" becomes clear if to assume that obtaining such immunity diplomas meant violation of "old times" which defender had to be a grand duke, and local officials restored old habitual regime. At the same time the grand-ducal power, fighting against such arbitrariness of local authorities, nevertheless, took under the protection local communities in case the deputies sent from Moscow abused the powers.
As result, an attendance way there was a situation which the Russian researcher V. V. Bovykin characterized as interaction of two subjects -unequal, of course (their relationship it is possible to designate as the relations of the senior and younger partners), but nevertheless subjects of legal relations, the center and the province [7. 93] . However, differently also could not be. As the Russian historian M. M. Kr studying features of functioning of the central administrative facilities in the 2nd quarter of the 16th century noted the last owing to the weakness and small number did not cope with the growing loading and transferred a part of the functions on places, to territorial self-government [8. 374-375] .
Conclusions
Summing up the general result of all aforesaid, it is possible to declare with confidence that the statement of S. Gerberstein with which we began this article is, at least, strong exaggeration and in a sense a sight aberration. Owing to any reasons the imperial diplomat did not begin to penetrate in particular relationship of the center and local government. As a result the biting phrase laid the foundation for tradition of perception of Russia as the despotic state distinguishing from modern to it the Western European states. Meanwhile, as shows careful and impartial studying of assembly materials, such representation is very far from reality. Also it is only possible to agree with opinion N. Kollmann who, comparing the way passed by the Russian state in the XVI-XVIII centuries to on what these centuries the European states moved, noted: "From 1500 to 1800, Russia developed a powerful early modern empire. It did so in ways common to its European and Ottoman peers, ways that balanced the rulers' claims to monopolize violence and resource extraction with opposing claims emanating variously from privileged nobilities and municipalities, tribal elites, religious establishments or popular concepts of justice. In all these states, legitimacy was grounded not only in the measured deployment of state-sanctioned violence, but also in the state's fulfillment, to a greater or lesser degree, of expectations that the ruler would respond to his people, respect tradition and provide security. Such expectations were expressed in religious-political discourses from France's increasingly secular royal absolutism to the Ottoman sultan's Sunni Islam, and delivered with mechanisms such as distribution of benefits to elites, preservation of local autonomies and flexibility in governance. Early modern states thrived on a bricolage of legal and institutional rationality and pluralistic informality". At the same time, she, "specified into the patterns of state building, local governance and adjudication seen in some of its early modern peers in Europe and the Ottoman Empire. On the ground adjudication in early modern states had much in common. Centralizing states in Europe had to deal with established social groups and solidarities -nobilities and gentries, guilds, strong regional customs -and consequently local justice was often moderated to suit local needs. The same in Russia" [4. 416, 425] . The political regime based on interaction of the center and the province, the grand-ducal power and local government, in mutually beneficial cooperation of two, senior and younger, legal entities, Moscow could not be despotic.
